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“Changes in the country begin with you”.
An expression that often appears in our lives, but the question is: what are you willing
to do for these changes!?
The desire to help people has become an integral part of my life. That’s why I received
higher medical and higher legal education and worked in the specialty until the very
beginning of my service in the police.
When in 2015 I decided to join the new patrol police, first of all, I wanted to be part of
these changes, make every effort, and be 100% sure the country will start to change
with me. Service in the police became for me that particular way to implement the
acquired skills in medicine, which became one of the crucial in helping and protecting
citizens.
Many people place their hopes on others, mistakenly thinking they are not able to
change something for the better, but this is not the case. For more than 5 years, I have
been proving to myself the country can change, even thanks to the fragile girl and
mother of a charming daughter for whom I became an example, whose together with
me dreams of equality and order both in law enforcement and in the country as a whole.
At the State Institution “Academy of Patrol Police”, I provide practical advice to cadets
from my own experience, which I received while working “on the line of duty” in the
Patrol Police Department of Kyiv. I instruct the subject “Pre-medical training” and
teach cadets how to provide pre-medical care to victims for always know how to act in

different situations and not get lost. I always tell future police officers this knowledge
saves lives!
Wherever you are, whatever you do, this knowledge will stay with you forever. Helping
those who need it will be your inner voice.
Being a part of changes and making my own contribution is for me “aware of my high
rank and responsibility”!

